Tour Fare
Your tour fare covers arrangements and services including hotel accommodations, meals as per the itinerary, gratuities, ground transportation, guiding services, and special tour excursions as detailed in the travel program brochure and on the Museum’s website (www.ww2museums.org). All fares are quoted in US Dollars, are per guest, and are based on double occupancy.
Not included in your tour fare is airfare to and from final destination(s) and items of a personal nature, i.e. laundry, communications, etc. The Museum accepts no liability for the purchase of non-refundable airfares.
Prices quoted are based on fares in effect at the time of printing and the right to change the price at any time. On land and/or cruise programs, even after full payment, the Museum reserves the right to increase the tour price in the event of cost increases due to changes in supplier costs, currency fluctuations, or fuel costs. Any such increases will be paid to the Museum upon notice to the tour participant of such increases.

Luggage
Luggage will be limited to one (1) suitcase and one (1) carry-on per person plus $200 for all passenger luggage. All luggage must be securely packed and clearly labeled. We recommend that all participants secure baggage loss and damage insurance that may be purchased for this tour.

Land Tours, Lectures, and Personalities
All land tours are operated by independent contractors and the Museum acts only as a booking agent and shall not be responsible for any loss, injury, or death arising out of any service provided. These independent contractors may impose additional limitations of liability during the tour. Other independent contractors or their lecturers, personalities, and entertainers are subject to change and/or cancellation without notice.

Travel Documents
All travel documents (air and tour tickets, passport) are the responsibility of the guest. It is also your responsibility to comply with all customs requirements. Without the required documentation, you may be denied boarding and the Museum will not be liable for such denial or bear any financial responsibilities.

Security measures imposed by governments may change from time to time and you will be required to comply with them. We will endeavor to provide you of measures which may affect you, but complying with any such requirement is your responsibility.

Limits on The National WWII Museum Responsibility
The National World War II Museum Inc., a New Orleans, Louisiana-based non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, and its employees, shareholders, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors or trustees, successors, and assigns (collectively “the Museum”) and its employees, do not own or operate any entity which provides goods or services for your trip including lodging facilities, transportation, insurance, entertainment or security services, or any other goods or services not specifically mentioned as included in the travel program. The Museum is not responsible for any injury, loss, death, inconvenience, delay, or damage to person or property in connection with the provision of any goods or services whether resulting from, but not limited to, acts of God or force majeure, acts of government, acts of any transportation administering, mechanical or other failure of airplanes, vessels or other means of transportation, or for any failure of any transportation mechanism, equipment, or any other cause.

Health & Medical Requirements
• Any condition that may pose a risk to one’s self and/or other participants on tour
• Any condition that may require health aids, i.e.; oxygen, walkers, wheelchairs, etc., or any intention or need to use a wheelchair while on the trip.

By booking passage, the guest represents and warrants that he/she is physically and psychologically fit for travel and that guests will comply at all times with applicable rules and regulations of the Museum. The Museum reserves the right without liability to require a passenger to leave the tour or to refuse to board and transport a person who, in the judgment of the Museum, is unfit to travel or may require care beyond that which the Museum is reasonably able to provide.

Health & safety
We highly recommend that participants purchase a travel insurance package that provides medical coverage since most US policies do not provide coverage outside the United States.

Luggage
Luggage will be limited to one (1) suitcase and one (1) carry-on per person plus $200 for all passenger luggage. All luggage must be securely packed and clearly labeled. We recommend that all participants secure baggage loss and damage insurance that may be purchased for this tour.

Please see airline weight and size restrictions for luggage on international flights. The Museum is not responsible for loss or damage to any other personal item during air travel, hotel packages, land programs or shore excursions. Under no circumstances may dangerous items (i.e. explosives, firearms, liquid oxygen or combustible materials) be taken on the tour. We recommend that you hand-carry travel documents (passports and travel documents) and check with your airline regarding carry-on baggage restrictions. These items are not allowed through airline security checks.
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All land tours are operated by independent contractors and the Museum acts only as a booking agent and shall not be responsible for any loss, injury, or death arising out of any service provided. These independent contractors may impose additional limitations of liability during the tour. Other independent contractors or their lecturers, personalities, and entertainers are subject to change and/or cancellation without notice.
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All travel documents (air and tour tickets, passport) are the responsibility of the guest. It is also your responsibility to comply with all customs requirements. Without the required documentation, you may be denied boarding and the Museum will not be liable for such denial or bear any financial responsibilities.

Security measures imposed by governments may change from time to time and you will be required to comply with them. We will endeavor to provide you of measures which may affect you, but complying with any such requirement is your responsibility.

Limits on The National WWII Museum Responsibility
The National World War II Museum Inc., a New Orleans, Louisiana-based non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, and its employees, shareholders, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors or trustees, successors, and assigns (collectively “the Museum”) and its employees, do not own or operate any entity which provides goods or services for your trip including lodging facilities, transportation, insurance, entertainment or security services, or any other goods or services not specifically mentioned as included in the travel program. The Museum is not responsible for any injury, loss, death, inconvenience, delay, or damage to person or property in connection with the provision of any goods or services whether resulting from, but not limited to, acts of God or force majeure, acts of government, acts of any transportation administering, mechanical or other failure of airplanes, vessels or other means of transportation, or for any failure of any transportation mechanism, equipment, or any other cause.

Health & Medical Requirements
• Any condition that may pose a risk to one’s self and/or other participants on tour
• Any condition that may require health aids, i.e.; oxygen, walkers, wheelchairs, etc., or any intention or need to use a wheelchair while on the trip.

By booking passage, the guest represents and warrants that he/she is physically and psychologically fit for travel and that guests will comply at all times with applicable rules and regulations of the Museum. The Museum reserves the right without liability to require a passenger to leave the tour or to refuse to board and transport a person who, in the judgment of the Museum, is unfit to travel or may require care beyond that which the Museum is reasonably able to provide.

Health & safety
We highly recommend that participants purchase a travel insurance package that provides medical coverage since most US policies do not provide coverage outside the United States.